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Abstract
This paper describes thermal control system (TCS) of meteorological satellite payload in geostationary

orbit.
The payload represents two multiregional scanning devices of hydro meteorological hardware, gyroscopic

gage of angular velocity vector and three star sensors.  For payload normal operation it is required to keep its
temperature within a narrow range.

TCS consists of honeycomb panel with embedded axial grooved heat pipes, manifold heat pipes and radiator
based on a loop heat pipe with control elements. Besides, TCS includes regular elements such as MLI, sensors
heaters and so on.

The honeycomb panel with embedded axial grooved heat pipes (hereinafter referred to as a thermal
honeycomb panel (THP)) acts as a load frame for the equipment mounting and a heat rejecting device of the
TCS.

Perpendicular to the THP heat pipes, the manifold heat pipes are mounted onto the THP surface. The
manifold heat pipes are purposed for redistribution of the heat power between THPs heat pipes and for
accumulation of heat fluxes and further heat transmission to a heat sink.

Onto the manifold heat pipes there is installed an evaporator of the loop heat pipe (LHP). The LHP is
purposed for transmission the heat flux accumulated by the collector to the heat sink – radiative heat exchanger.

The LHP is controlled by two modes: passive mode when a pressure regulator of LHP is used and active
mode with application of thermal electrical cooler (TEC) on the base of Peltier elements.

Passive mode is a principle one for LHP normal operation and TEC is a duplicate one for cases of pressure
regulator failure.

In this paper there will be discussed the main steps of TCS designing and experimental development. Some
issues of thermal conditions mathematical modeling for precision devices platform are also investigated here.
The authors will present the results of thermal calculations and thermal vacuum tests of TCS.

INTRODUCTION
The satellite overview is presented on Fig. 1.
The satellite main parts are as follows:
- target equipment complex that provides for obtaining, processing and transmitting of multi-

spectral pictures and heliogeophysical environment data at the altitude of the spacecraft orbit,
execution of telecommunication functions;

- complex of the service systems supporting operation of the target equipment and spacecraft as a
whole in accordance with the requirements.

The payload represents two multiregional scanning devices of hydro meteorological hardware,
gyroscopic gage of angular velocity vector and three star sensors.  For payload normal operation it is
required to keep its temperature within a narrow range.

The main part of the payload is information system that represents multiregional scanning device
of hydro-meteorological hardware (MRSU-HMH).
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Fig. 1. The satellite overview

Payload located on the special precision instrument board on the base THP to maintain the
specified precision characteristics. All equipment of the satellite is designed for operation in outer
space without keeping it in the sealed gas filled container. Payload is able to operate only within the
quite narrow temperature range:

- temperature of the star sensors area at normal operation within the range from minus 15 °C to
plus 35 °C;

- temperature of the board in the area of the command gyro device within the range from 0 to plus
35 °C with the temperature difference of 7 °C at most;

- Temperature of the board in the area of the MRSU-HMH devices  at normal operation within the
range from plus 10 °C to plus 30 °C (advised optimum value is plus 15 °C);

The satellite is normally operating in the circular stationary orbit with 24 h circulation period. The
outer heat flows coming from the Earth are negligible for the stationary orbit and the main outer heat
power applied to the satellite will depend on its position regarding the sun.

The satellite axis «+X» is always directed along the local vertical line and the axis «+Y» is
perpendicular to the orbital plane.

Besides, the satellite can stay in standby condition with steady sun orientation (SSD). Under this
condition it is accepted that the nominal position of the sun in the axes connected system is lying on
the vector settled at angle of 7 degrees from axis   «−Х» to the direction of axis «+Y» and the angle
regarding the plane XOY is equal to zero. The spacecraft stabilization error under SSD condition
regarding the sun nominal position is accepted equal to ±5 degrees.

This satellite feature regarding operation of the MRSU-HMH target equipment is to prevent of the
sun being in the direction of the spacecraft «-Y» axis. Therefore, once in a six months period (vernal
and autumnal equinox) the satellite turns to  180° so that the next six months the sun would be in the
direction of the spacecraft  «+Y» axis. Thus, the axis «+Z» of the spacecraft is oriented either in the
direction of velocity vector or against it.

The important point of the satellite operation is a shadow transit. Shadow intervals (once in 24
hours) take place during periods of vernal and autumnal equinox and these intervals duration depends
on the angle between orientation to the sun and orbit plane.  At zero angle between orientation to the
sun and orbit plane the nominal value of the shadow interval reaches 1,2 hour. When increasing the
angle between orientation to the sun and orbit plane up to 8-9 degrees the shadow interval decreases
down to zero. If the angle between orientation to the sun and orbit plane is more than 9 degrees
(maximum 23,5 degrees) the shadow intervals will be missed.
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DESIGN OF THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM

The THP design represents honeycomb panel with embedded ammonia axial grooved heat pipes
(AGHP) which functions simultaneously as a support frame for installation of the equipment units and
heat sink device of the TCS.  Hereinafter this structure is referred to as a thermal honeycomb panel.
Thickness of THP is 22 mm. Body diameter of embedded axial grooved heat pipes is 20 mm. The
THP design consists of two aluminum surface sheets 0,8 mm thick from alloy 7075 and aluminum
honeycombs filling from aluminum alloy 5056 the gaps between the heat pipes bodies.

The MRSU-HMH and the command gyro device are to be fitted on the inserts embedded into the
THP (Fig. 2). The star sensors are to be fixed to the THP by means of the individual heat conductive
brackets.

Fig. 2

The satellite design provides for insignificant mutual heat influence of the satellite components
and precision instrument board. Taking this into account to maintain the specified thermal conditions
of the THP there was applied autonomous TCS.

On the THP surfaces there are to be mounted collector ammonia axial grooves heat pipes
perpendicular to the THP embedded heat pipes. The collector heat pipes are purposed for heat power
distribution between the THP heat pipes and collect of heat flows for heat power further transfer to
heat sink. Body diameter of collector’s axial grooved heat pipes is 17 mm.

The schematic diagram of the TCS for the precision instrument board is presented in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3

Performance of ammonia axial grooved heat pipes presented on Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Performance of axial grooved heat pipes

Onto the collector heat pipes there is to be mounted with LHP evaporator.
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The LHP is purposed to transfer heat flow collected by the collector to the heat sink – radiation
heat exchanger (RHE). Heat is supplied to the LHP evaporator which body is made of a steel tube. To
ensure heat supply, the aluminum contact saddle is welded to the steel tube. The contact saddle shape
ensures the minimum temperature gradient between the heat supply surface and evaporator body.

Let us call the assembly of the LHP + radiation heat exchanger the LHP (see fig. 5).

Fig. 5. LHP with radiation heat exchanger

The LHP content propylene like a fluid with freezing temperature minus 187oC and consists of the
following components:

- capillary pump (evaporator) that represents a cylindrical body with threaded internal surface
fitted on a capillary-porous wick;

- compensation chamber connected with evaporator from the side of the condenser and freely
communicating with internal (absorbed) surface of capillary-porous wick;

-  transport channels for vapor and liquid (vapor line and liquid line);
- condenser-radiator, that represents system of lines conductively connected with radiating sheet.

Radiator is designed as a honeycomb panel from aluminum alloy with embedded condensers lines.
The heat power generated in the THP equipment is rejected by axial grooved heat pipes embedded

into the THP, collector heat pipes and then by LHP to the operating surface of the RHE from which it
is radiated to environment. To decrease uncontrolled heat exchange with the environment the precision
instrument board and the equipment (excepting for operation surfaces of multi-region scanning
devices and star sensors) are covered with multi-layer insulation (MLI).

If intrinsic heat power generated by the THP equipment is minimal, the LHP will control the heat
flow to the radiator from the THP by using pressure regulator or TEC.

The LHP is controlled by two methods: passive (by means of pressure regulator and bypass line)
and active (by means of TEC).

The passive method is a primary one applied under normal operation as there is no need electric
power supply. The active method is a redundant one applied only in case of pressure regulator failure.

If heat generated by the equipment is minimal, the heat rejected from the THP through the
equipment surfaces uncovered with MLI will be compensated by the electrical heaters mounted to the
THP and switched on/off in accordance with the temperature sensors telemetry data.
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The electrical heaters and TEC control is performed by the commands coming from the satellite
on-board computer. The electrical heaters operation is controlled by the results of the collector heat
pipes current temperature analysis. The TEC operation is controlled by the results of the collector heat
pipes current temperature analysis and radiator current temperature in the area of LHP vapor line inlet.

By applying a relay load of the TEC control in dependence on temperature with some parameters
combination it is possible to obtain cyclic change of the controlled object temperature and the TEC
alternating switching in direct polarity or in reverse polarity. To avoid this, the TEC power is
controlled by a special load by changing duration of power supply to the TEC inside the sampling
interval of control thermal sensors.

THERMAL ANALYSIS OF THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM

When designing thermal control system (TCS) there were developed a few mathematical models
of thermal conditions.

AGHP modeling and calculation was provide with TAIS software Groove1.2 (Fig. 6).

 

Fig. 6. AGHP modeling and calculation with TAIS software Groove1.2

LHP modeling and calculation was provide with TAIS software EASY 2.0.
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Fig. 7. LHP modeling and calculation with TAIS software EASY 2.0

At the stage of designing the board structure and selecting the TCS components there was used the
simplified numerical model with minimal number of estimated elements and thermal connections
between them. Such model allows calculation of great number of variants and selection of optimal
layout. At this stage there were selected functional elements for example, the THP, radiator, payload
components. Thermal conditions of each element is characterized by the certain average temperature
regarding which there had been recorded its thermal balance.

Thermal physical parameters of these models were determined out of thermal interfaces errors
minimization between the payload and the THP that were obtained by using the detailed and
simplified models of the precision instruments thermal conditions.

The simplified model contains:
- 3 units and 32 surfaces for the star sensor;
- 4 units and 14 surfaces for MRSU-HMH scanning devices;
- 2 units and 8 surfaces for gyro device.
Taking this into consideration the satellite thermal model including the simplified models of the

payload contains 567 units and 826 surfaces.

There must be known limits of probable deviations of local temperatures from their average value
used in approximate calculation after analysis of thermal connections, similar calculations or test
results and prototypes operation. If deviations are great and might result in unreasonable errors, it is
advisable to detail mathematical model by increasing number of calculated elements.

Parameters of the THP and radiator thermal connection for the simplified mathematical model had
been taken from the prototypes, parameters of the THP and equipment thermal interfaces had been set
in accordance with the required temperature conditions for the equipment operation.

On base of calculations by the simplified model of thermal conditions there had been determined
composition and parameters of TCS layout. Thermal interface parameters had been agreed with the
designers of the equipment.

Together with the development of the TCS design and improvement of the payload parameters
there were carried out thermal calculations of AGHP, LHP, THP, star sensors, MRSU-HMH, gyro
device and other TCS components. Considering the obtained data was developed the detailed
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mathematical model of the TCS thermal conditions which calculation results enabled to develop
method of the TCS thermal vacuum tests.

The model is including two basic satellite conditions cases:
- zero-lift trajectory with folded beam antenna and solar cell panels, the satellite is mounted to the

upper-stage rocket,
- normal operation trajectory with opened beam antenna and the solar cell panels rotating

regarding «Y» axis so that the solar cell panels surface normal was directed to the sun.
In accordance with this, two geometrical and thermal models had been built.
The satellite geometrical model while being in operational orbit contains 694 surfaces (without

taking into account the payload), the satellite thermal model contains 528 isothermal units (without
taking into account the payload).

There were developed the detailed mathematical models for thermal conditions of the payload
integrated into the satellite.

The detailed thermal model of each star sensor consists of 224 units and 325 surfaces.
The detailed thermal model of each MRSU-HMH scanning device contains ∼300 isothermal units

and ∼ 2000 surfaces.
The detailed thermal model of gyro device contains up to ∼80 isothermal units and ∼ 20 surfaces.
For TCS analysis was applied software package “THERM” developed by TSNIIMASH

(Moscow). This software is medium for numerical thermal calculation, it is Russian analog of SINDA
and ESATAN software.

The flowchart of experimental-calculated analysis of TCS is presented in fig. 8.

Fig. 8

After integration of the payload models into the mathematical model of the satellite the dimension
of mathematical model became significantly great (up to ∼1900 units and up to ∼7700 surfaces). Due
to the great number of calculated elements the calculating time increases excessively and calculation
procedure required modern high powered PC.

In the Fig. 9 presented the calculation results of the THP temperatures while the satellite being in
normal orbit during spring/autumn solstice (heat power is maximum, LHP is controlled by a pressure-
regulator).
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Fig. 9. Results of THP Thermal calculation

THERMAL VACUUM TEST OF TCS
The major phase in development of the TCS is thermal vacuum testing (Fig.10).
The main problem of the ground thermal vacuum testing of the TCS with heat pipes is that due to

the small value of the capillary forces, the gravity force field might cause distortion or complete
failure of the heat pipes operation. To avoid this and for modeling zero-gravity conditions during
thermal vacuum tests, all AGHP must be in horizontal orientation.

   

Fig. 10. Thermal vacuum test of TCS

In Fig. 11 there are the tests results of the TCS (simulation of the satellite operating conditions in a
normal orbit during spring/autumn solstice with maximum heat power and LHP controlled by the
pressure-regulator).

The LHP control by means of the TEC in reverse polarity is of especially interest. In reverse
polarity the TEC is preheating of the compensation chamber. Temperatures and pressures in
evaporator become equal and the working fluid circulation in the LHP decreases. As it had been noted
the TEC is controlled by the special law by changing of power supply in accordance with data of
thermal sensors, installed on THP.

To ensure the LHP control, the TEC operating temperature range must be higher than the
actuating range of the LHP pressure-regulator.
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Fig. 11.

Fig. 12.

In Fig. 12 there are the thermal vacuum test results while the TEMC operating in reverse polarity.
The experimental thermal vacuum test results of TCS are correlated with results of mathematical

modeling with accuracy less then 5 %.

CONCLUSION
♦ The application of SW “Groove 1.2” developed by TAIS had been used for mathematical

modeling of AGHP.
♦ The application of SW “EASY 2.0” developed by TAIS had been used for mathematical

modeling of LHP.
♦ The application of SW “THERM” developed by TSNIIMASH had been used for mathematical

modeling of the TCS thermal conditions.
♦ For optimization of the calculated model there were developed the simplified thermal models

of the precision instruments and detailed mathematical model of the TCS thermal conditions which
calculation results enabled to develop method of the TCS thermal vacuum test.
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♦ The major phase in development of the TCS is thermal vacuum testing. Thermal vacuum test
was successfully carryout.

♦ The experimental thermal vacuum test results of TCS are correlated with results of
mathematical modeling with accuracy less then 5%.
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